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Sleep is a basic human need and it is 
essential for an energetic day.
An Auping mattress guarantees you will 
wake up refreshed every day, with your 
batteries fully charged.

Every person is different; every body 
is different. That calls for custom 
solutions. And freedom of choice too.

Auping mattresses consist of carefully 
developed layers, each of which has 
a specific purpose. Everything is 
just where it should be, and made of 
high-quality materials. The additional 
advantage is that you never need to turn 
your mattress ever again.

An Auping mattress gives you the 
support you need, where you need it. It 
takes pressure off your spine and lower 
back, and provides your shoulders and 
hips with extra support.

You may not be aware of it, but during 
the night, you turn about 30 times. 
The DPPS® pocket springs in the middle 
layer of the mattress ensure you can 
turn effortlessly and they give you the 
support you need in every sleeping 
position. A good mattress provides 
optimal ventilation and eliminates 
moisture, keeping your bed clean and 
fresh.

You can choose from five different 
models, each of which is available in 
different lengths, support types and 
comfort levels. There is an Auping 
mattress for everyone, regardless of the 
chosen bed base. Discover our complete 
range of mattresses in this brochure.

DPPS®

pocket springs

Specially configured for 
the best night’s sleep:
your unique Auping mattress
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At the core of every Auping 
mattress, you will find our 
unique DPPS® pocket 
springs, which offer optimal 
support, allowing you to 
turn effortlessly without 
waking up.

All Auping mattresses are 
suitable for all bed bases 
and they are available in 
a variety of sizes, both 
single and double, and in 
lengths of up to 220 cm. 

All Auping mattresses have 
the following features:

Auping Inizio
If you are looking for Auping quality at an affordable price, 
Inizio is the ideal option. Enjoy better, super comfortable sleep 
on a ventilated mattress with 3 comfort zones that can be 
used on any bed base.

All Auping mattresses 
provide optimal ventilation 
and eliminate moisture, 
keeping your bed clean 
and fresh.



Enjoy superior sleep thanks to 
Adagio. 5 zones and a Latex Perfo 

ventilated comfort layer create a 
highly resilient mattress that follows 

the contours of your body.

Auping Adagio

Cresto gives your sleep a quality 
boost thanks to its 5 zones, including 
flexible shoulder support. 
The sustainable Latex Pura gives this 
mattress an extra soft, resilient feel.

Auping Cresto

All Auping double mattresses can 
be supplied with two different 

firmness levels in the core
of the mattress
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Durable comfort
All Auping mattresses 

contain latex in the comfort 
layer for resilience when 

lying down. 
The Latex Perfo in the Adagio 
mattress and the Latex Pura 
in the Cresto mattress have 

been specially developed 
for Auping. The premium 

Maestro and Vivo mattresses 
are enriched with the unique 

Vita Talalay Origins®: a 
natural comfort layer without 
artificial additions, produced 

in a sustainable way. 
This ensures that you get 

maximum sleeping comfort 
and a durable night’s rest.

Prefer a long(er) mattress? 
No problem! We offer them in 

lengths of up to 220 cm.
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The top-of-the-range, full-option Vivo is the ultimate choice for anyone who sets the 
highest of standards. Enjoy optimal ventilation and comfort while lying down. This 
mattress boasts 5 zones in its ergonomic core, as well as support in the shoulder area 
and an additional, flexible hip zone.

Auping Vivo
Flexible support for 

your hips

Maestro guarantees extremely 
comfortable sleep with optimal support. 
The extra high DPPS® pocket springs 
and the Visco material in the shoulder 
zone of this quality mattress relieve 
pressure and let your shoulders sink in 
comfortably.

Auping Maestro

Enjoy the extra shoulder 
support night after night
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The mattress cover, or ticking, is soft, 
breathable and can be cleaned. This ticking 
is easy to zip off and there is choice of two 

variants for Cresto, Maestro and Vivo. 

The Breeze ticking for the Maestro and Vivo 
mattress features Climawatt for even better 
ventilation and an extra soft feel. This cover 

does not contain any wool and it is washable in 
the washing machine at 60°C. Ideal for people 

who suffer from wool or dust-mite allergies. 

The Nature ticking is made of wool and feels 
incredibly soft. It can be cleaned chemically. 

For the Inizio and Adagio mattress, the 
removable ticking comes as an extra.

The ticking
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Would you like to be able to 
adjust your bed? Then choose one 
with a manually or electrically-

adjustable mesh base

Auping was the first to invent the mesh base over 125 years ago.
Why? Because we wanted to make sleeping more comfortable and 
hygienic. The arrival of the mesh base was revolutionary, and since then 
we have continued to refine its design, making it fit your body even better. 
Every detail contributes to the ultimate comfort.

The perfect foundation for a good night's sleep
The ventilating mesh base with its 80% open structure, in combination 
with the refined design of the frame, makes it the perfect basis for a 
good night’s sleep. Pick a mattress for this bed base that suits you best. 
A mattress connector joins the mattress and the mesh base together to 
ensure that your mattress will not shift.

Would you like to know more? Visit www.auping.com/en/bed-bases Thanks to over 
10,000 support points, 

your body is evenly 
supported

The Auping mattress and mesh base:
the perfect combination to start the 
day feeling fresh and well-rested
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Bed linen to help you sleep 
even more soundly
A good night’s sleep is not only determined by your mesh base and mattress; your duvet and pillows 
also play an important role. After all, a pillow should support your neck and head in a way that allows 
your neck muscles to fully relax. The duvet must follow the contours of your body to avoid draughts of 
cold air. Together these help to ensure that you wake up feeling rested and full of energy.

A duvet cover not only provides more comfort, it also creates an ambience in the bedroom. The Auping 
collection consists of various prints and colours and it fits beautifully with the latest design and home-
fashion trends. 

All of our duvet covers 
feature an extra-long 

tuck-in end

The right combination of 
pillow and mattress provides 

the perfect support

Choose the perfect Auping pillow and duvet that suits you
A good night's sleep also depends on the right room temperature. It should 
not be too cold, but certainly not too hot either. For that reason, all Auping 
pillows and duvets are breathable and feel lovely, light and airy. This 
creates the perfect temperature allowing you to wake up feeling refreshed. 

The choice of duvet heavily depends upon your personal preferences. 
What filling do you like? Do you like it warm in bed or a little cooler? 
You can choose a Summer or All Year duvet. If you get cold quickly or when 
the nights are cold, these duvets are easily combined to create a 4-seasons 
duvet. 

Responsible Down Standard (RDS) 
All down products in the Auping range are certified according to the 
Responsible Down Standard and therefore comply with strict animal welfare 
requirements. You can find more information on www.auping.com/rds.
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Sleep better with sustainable 
and honest materials 

Beds for today and tomorrow
As the market leader, we take responsibility for today and tomorrow. Not because it is expected of us, 
but because we think we should. The first steps have been taken and we aim for all of our business 
processes to be C2C® by 2020, making Auping the first Cradle to Cradle® bed company in the 
Netherlands. You can find more information on www.auping.com/c2c.

Royal Auping
 A Dutch success story

In 1888, Johannes Auping, a blacksmith in Deventer, was asked to make a well-ventilated bed
for the local hospital. It was in his forge that Auping conceived and built the first mesh base bed.

This was the start of a success story that also resulted in 
the ‘Royal’ label being awarded in 1988, exactly one century 
after that very first bed. These days, Auping is the largest 
independent bed manufacturer in the Netherlands and the 
Auping range is sold in over 500 shops in over 30 countries 
world-wide, including the Benelux and Germany.

For over 125 years, Auping has been working hard to create 
the ultimate in comfortable sleeping solutions for the future, 
bringing passion and curiosity to the job. High quality, comfort, 
design and sustainability are our focal points. 
In this way, Auping does everything it can to ensure that you 
sleep well each night. This benefits not only your nights, but 
also your days. This is the very reason we speak of:  
Auping nights, Better days.
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Latex in the comfort 
layer ensures a soft and 

resilient feel

A pressure distributor 
boosts your comfort when 

lying down and offers extra 
ventilation .

DPPS® pocket springs 
allow you to turn 

effortlessly

We would be happy 
to help you choose 
the mattress that perfectly 
suits you and your body
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INIZIO ADAGIO MAESTROCRESTO VIVO

18 cm 24 cm22 cm20 cm20 cm

Latex Latex PuraLatex Perfo

3 zones 5 zones5 zones5 zones5 zones

Shoulder zoneShoulder zoneShoulder  
relief

Hip zone

Vita Talalay Origins®

or
Vivo Visco Activ

Climawatt®

Vita Talalay Origins®

Climawatt®

All Auping mattresses are carefully crafted for you in Deventer, using high-quality materials
for optimal ventilation and DPPS® pocket springs allowing you to turn over effortlessly.

Furthermore, Auping mattresses fit all bed bases.

You also enjoy a 5-year warranty and 90-day exchange warranty on all mattresses.

The Auping mattress range

Optimal ventilation Perfect support Fits all bases

IncludedIncludedIncludedOptionalOptional

Yes

Breeze
Nature

Breeze
Nature

Breeze
Nature

Height

Comfort layer

Support

Removable cover

Types of cover

Temperature regulation
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Choose your mesh base

Electrically adjustable  
with 1 motor
Back section electrically adjustable. 
The foot section is manually 
adjustable in 6 positions

Flat
Non-adjustable

Electrically adjustable with 3 motors
Back, foot and head section are 
independently adjustable. Also It also  
flexes at the knee

Electrically adjustable with 2 motors
Back and foot section are independently 
adjustable. It also flexes at the knee

Manually adjustable
Back and foot section are 
adjustable in 13 and 6 positions 
respectively

Configure your perfect bed.
This overview provides the various options for mesh bases, mattresses, pillows and duvets. This means that the Auping range 
will always contain a product that meets your needs, whatever your personal preferences.
We are happy to help you by providing personal advice in order to configure a bed that fits you.

Choose your mattress

	3 support zones
	Latex comfort layer

	5 support zones
	Latex Perfo comfort layer

	5 support zones
	Latex Pura comfort layer
	Standard removable cover

	5 support zones, with extra high pocket springs
	Separate shoulder zone made of Visco material
	Vita Talalay Origins : natural comfort layer without ®   
     artificial additions, produced in a sustainable way
	Standard removable cover

	5 support zones, with extra high pocket springs
	Separate shoulder and hip zone
	Vita Talalay Origins®: natural comfort layer without 
 artificial additions, produced in a sustainable way
	Standard removable cover
	The Vivo cover features PCM (Phase Change Material),  
 which helps regulate your body temperature

Inizio mattress
Inizio is the ideal option if you are looking for Auping 
quality at an affordable price.

2
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Adagio mattress
Enjoy superior sleep thanks to Adagio. 5 comfort zones
and a Latex Perfo ventilated comfort layer create a highly 
resilient mattress.

Cresto mattress
Cresto gives your sleep a quality boost thanks to its
5 zones, including flexible shoulder support.

Maestro mattress
Maestro guarantees extremely comfortable sleep with optimal support 
thanks to 5 zones and extra support in the shoulder zone.

Vivo mattress
The top-of-the-range, full-option Vivo is the ultimate choice for anyone who sets 
the highest of standards. Enjoy optimal ventilation and comfort while lying down.

Tencel®: Offers optimum humidity and temperature-regulating properties.  
Beautifully soft to the touch and highly breathable, giving the perfect sleeping comfort.
Comforel®: These fibre beads retain their shape.

Suprelle® Fresh: Fresh This soft microfibre provides unique heat insulation and the comfort of down.  
It is extremely voluminous, elastic and resilient.
Nomite®: Extremely well-suited to people suffering from a dust-mite allergy.

Explanation of terms

4 Choose your duvet

  
3 Choose your pillow

Prestige Nature
		100% goose down from  

Masuria creating the perfect  
heat insulation

	Silky soft organic cotton ticking
		Available in a summer and all-year  

duvet which can be combined to  
create a 4-seasons duvet

		 Holds the Nomite label 

Comfort Nature
		 90% European duck down  

and 10% European duck feathers
	Silky soft organic cotton ticking
		 Available in a summer and all-year 

duvet which can be combined to  
create a 4-seasons duvet

		 Holds the Nomite label

Deluxe Nature
		 100% European duck down
	Silky soft organic cotton ticking
		 Available in a summer and all-year 

duvet which can be combined  
to create a 4-seasons duvet

		 Holds the Nomite label

Comfort Synthetic
		Filled with recycled polyester fibre
		Silky soft organic cotton ticking for the  

perfect sleeping comfort
		Available in a summer and all-year duvet  

which can be combined to create a 
4-seasons duvet

Climat Nature
		100% goose down from Masuria 

creating the perfect heat insulation  
and with Climate-control zones

		Silky soft organic  
cotton ticking

		 Holds the Nomite label

Comfort Bamboo
		Filled with bamboo and  

a real summer duvet
		Silky soft organic cotton 

ticking

Comfort Synthetic
		Pillow filled with recycled  

polyester fibre (rPET)
		The ticking consists of 50%  

organic cotton and 50% bamboo

Prestige Nature 
		Anatomically-shaped pillow filled with 90% 

goose down and 10% goose feathers
		The ticking is made from polyester and 

Tencel

Deluxe Nature
		Pillow filled with 70% duck down  

and 30% duck feathers
		The ticking consists of 50% organic  

cotton and 50% bamboo

Comfort Nature
		Pillow filled with 20% duck down  

and 80% duck feathers
		The ticking consists of 50% organic  

cotton and 50% bamboo

Prestige Synthetic
		Anatomically-shaped pillow  

filled with Suprelle Fresh and  
Tencel hollow microfibre 

		The ticking is made from  
polyester and Tencel

Deluxe Synthetic 
		Pillow filled with Comforel  

Soft fibre beads
		The ticking consists of 50% organic 

cotton and 50% bamboo

Comfort Latex
		Preformed pillow filled with 50%  

natural latex and 50% synthetic latex  
and featuring ventilation channels 

		Available in soft and medium

Prestige Latex 
		 Anatomically-shaped pillow filled with 50% 

natural latex and 50% synthetic latex 
		Available in soft and medium
		Available in heights: 10, 12, 14 cm
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Download the Auping Better Days app

www.auping.com

Sleep better with an Auping 
mattress that suits you perfectly
Interested to find out which mattress suits you and your body best? Get inspired at auping.com or visit your 
nearest Auping store for personal mattress advice.

  facebook.com/auping
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